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Tom’sTom’s
OurOur

DayDay

He’s neither a full-grown tom nor  
a teeny bitty kitten. He’s a young tom.  

Wait around to see what he does with his day. 
What does he have for breakfast? What does 

he play with? How does he clean his coat?  
And what about mischief?  Learn about  

the world of pet cats and fall in love with them 
forever! Written by a favourite Czech contem-

porary poet and with magical illustrations  
by a world-renowned artist, this book  

is a splendid addition to every  
child’s bookshelf.  
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To Pavla, an author with brilliant ideas, an amazingly 
thorough editor, and the kindest and most caring  

colleague and friend. We were honoured to know you. 
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Pleased to meet youPleased to meet you
This is a young tomcat.  
Neither a full-grown tom  
nor a teeny bitty kitten. 
A young tom.  
Call him what you like. 

That’s right  
– think of a name for him.
Go on!

                                      And what is your name?And what is your name?



Good morning!Good morning!
Only pusses and toms 
can do this. And people 
who copy them. 

Arch your back.  
Push your spine up, 
then pull it down. 

Forget to miaow,  
though, and it won’t work. 
Good morning!           

          Can you arch your back, too?

Can you arch your back, too?



First,  First,  
to the toilet!to the toilet!
Pusses and toms are 
clean animals.  
For them, a home toilet  
is just the thing. 

Not a flush one, of course! 
A cat’s toilet is a tray  
with special sand in it.  
We change the sand often.

   Do you know how to clean a cat’s toilet?
   Do you know how to clean a cat’s toilet?



Assembly  Assembly  
of catsof cats
We think that our  
tom lives alone. 

But when the Moon is out, 
lots of cats come around. 
Each cat is different.  
Every cat is beautiful.  
Our tom is never alone.



  Can you f nd them all?  Can you f nd them all?

Maya

Sabine

Loki

Dora

Kitty

Conor

Dopey

Pon

Laurence

MaxSophie

Lady

     These cats are hiding on some pages of this book!     These cats are hiding on some pages of this book!
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